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AMS Services
Statistics
As of writing this report, the AMS Services as a whole have seen approximately 10,674 total
interactions. An interaction is a specific measure defined differently by each service as the ideal
way that individuals use an AMS Service, defined further below. This number includes usage data
from each AMS Service: Advocacy, eHub, Food Bank, Housing, Peer Support, Safewalk, and
Tutoring. Data ranges for the services Advocacy, eHub, Housing, Peer Support, Safewalk, and
Tutoring span from May 1, 2021 to March 31, 2022. The data from the Food Bank spans from May
1, 2021 to April 25, 2022.
In comparison, the AMS Services last year (2020-2021) saw approximately 4,381 interactions.
Finances
The total 21-22 reforecasted budget of the AMS Services, including the Student Services
Manager’s budget, was $551,378.00. This number includes revenues of the services (i.e. Tutoring
fees, donations to the Food Bank, Work Learn funding, etc.) and expenses of the services.
$551,378.00 represents the net financial commitment by the AMS into the seven AMS Services.
According to trial balances accurate to April 27, 2022, but not including credit card allocations of
the month of April, the AMS Services has spent $451,316.71. This number represents 82% of the
allocated budget spent. Important things to consider with this number is that it does not include
several thousands of purchases made in mid-to-late April via credit cards and invoices yet to be
processed. This number additionally accounts for a revenue of $50,000.00 in the Student
Services Manager budget for funds allocated towards a project that was expensed out of an
alternate account elsewhere in the organization. Removing this number, the AMS Services has
spent $501,316.71, representing 91% of the allocated budget. We believe that by the end of the
fiscal year, we will be within 5% of our allocated budget for the AMS Services department.
Cost per interaction
With 10,553 total interactions across the AMS Services and a budgetary impact of $501,316.71, the
average cost per interaction across the AMS Services is $47.50 per interaction. This number will
in actuality be lower once April interactions are accounted for.
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Operational Changes
Much work has gone into the AMS Services at a high level regarding operations. A summary of
changes is presented below:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Introduction of a web-based financial tracking system to ensure better spending across
the services.
Initiation of our new data system project to better capture, analyze, and report data in the
AMS Services.
Introduction of a monthly reporting system of activities of each AMS Service.
Professional development opportunities for staff working in the AMS Services.
Organization of internal contracts and agreements.
Continued our outreach and engagement of the Services, including video campaigns,
Instagram reels, mini “commercials,” and in-person boothing at various events.
Office improvements.
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AMS Advocacy
Statistics
AMS Advocacy has spent the year supporting students with a variety of concerns varying in their
nature. In total, the AMS Advocacy saw 352 total interactions May 2021 to March 2022.
Interactions for AMS Advocacy includes email support, 1-1 meetings, meeting accompaniment to
various university meetings, letter writing support and more. Of these interactions, students
supported were 54% domestic students, and 45% international students.
In comparison, the AMS Advocacy last year (2020-2021) saw approximately 85 interactions. Note:
this number does not include email support.
Finances
The total 21-22 reforecasted budget of AMS Advocacy was $21,645.00.
According to trial balances accurate to April 27, 2022, but not including credit card allocations of
the month of April, AMS Advocacy has spent $17,579.50. This number represents 81% of the
allocated budget spent.
Cost per interaction
The cost per interaction with AMS Advocacy was approximately $50.00.
Operational Changes
Of note, AMS Advocacy:
● Saw an increase in the number of students dealing with issues of having academic
concessions denied.
● Saw lengthy delays at the PACSD and Senate meant students facing disciplinary hearings
had to work around challenges such as not being granted credits to certain pre-requisite
courses, which caused further delays in their course registration options.
● Many students had complaints about the delivery of online courses, revolving around
unfair grading practices, evaluation, lack of clear and in-depth feedback.
● Moved away from our current data collection and management software to reduce costs.
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AMS eHub
Statistics
AMS eHub has spent the year supporting students with their entrepreneurial goals, running
events, mentorship sessions, and skill development workshops. In total, AMS eHub saw 749 total
interactions May 2021 to March 2022. Of these numbers, 274 were mentorship sessions and 475
was event and workshop attendance.
In comparison, the AMS eHub last year (2020-2021) saw approximately 805 interactions, of which
only 30 were mentorship sessions.
Finances
The total 21-22 reforecasted budget of AMS eHub was $21,445.00
According to trial balances accurate to April 27, 2022, but not including credit card allocations of
the month of April, AMS eHub has spent $16,106.63. This number represents 75% of the
allocated budget spent.
Cost per interaction
The cost per interaction with AMS eHub was approximately $21.50.
Operational Changes
Of note, AMS eHub:
● Offered more skill workshopping sessions for student ventures involved in eHub.
● Put a greater emphasis on mentorship with students in eHub.
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AMS Food Bank
Statistics
AMS Food Bank has spent the year meeting exceptional increases in demand and supporting
students through their food security needs. In total, the AMS Food Bank saw 7496 interactions
May 2021 to March 2022. Each interaction represents one visit to the AMS Food Bank.
Finances
The total 21-22 reforecasted budget of the AMS Food Bank was $89,350.00. Note that this
number represents budgeted revenue of $126,000 from various grants and donations, and
$215,350.00 in expenses, of which $140,000.00 is budgeted for food purchases for the AMS
Food Bank and the Acadia Food Hub program.
According to trial balances accurate to April 27, 2022, but not including credit card allocations of
the month of April, the AMS Food Bank has had a net impact of $116,836.53. This number
represents 131% of the allocated budget spent. This number is due to the escalating need for
support with food security; The numbers of visits to the AMS Food Bank are higher than they
have ever been and continue to rise rapidly. As a result, increased food purchasing was
conducted to support this need. In total, $214,414.51 has been spent on food purchasing. To offset
the increase in usage of the food purchasing line item, additional funding amounting to
$65,000.00 from the UBC Vice President Student’s Office was secured. In total, grants and
donations received for the AMS Food Bank was $163,911.49. This number alone accounts for
approximately 76% of costs related to food purchasing.
The sheer increase in usage of the AMS Food Bank was one that could not have been predicted.
The table below depicts percentage increase in usage year over year:
Table 1. Year over year percentage increase in visits to the AMS Food Bank.
Fiscal Year

Increase in visit from previous year

Increase from FY 2020 (pre-pandemic)

2019

7%

-

2020

57%

-

2021

56%

56%

2022

315%

495%
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Figure 1. AMS Food Bank visits per fiscal year (May to April).
Cost per interaction
The cost per interaction with the AMS Food Bank was approximately $15.58.
Operational Changes
Of note, the AMS Food Bank:
● Transitioned back into a grocery store model entering into September 2021.
● Offered reusable bags for AMS Food Bank visitors to use and reuse.
● Initiated new data collection systems to make data more secure and reliable.
● Implemented new food purchasing protocols to increase capacity.
● Purchased a new freezer to increase capacity.
● Conducted EDI training with Food Bank volunteers specifically around food banks and
stigma to increase awareness and sensitivity.
● Initiated a project to purchase more culturally diverse and relevant foods.
● Secured additional grants and donations from various partners to further support the
Food Bank.
● Worked collaboratively on a variety of campus groups to support food security in a holistic
and organized manner.
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AMS Housing
Statistics
AMS Housing has spent the year supporting students with their off campus housing needs,
including but not limited to: landlord issues, finding housing, understanding rights as a tenant,
and more. In total, AMS Housing saw 70 total interactions May 2021 to March 2022. One key item
to note is that while the service was operational starting mid-September 2021 through March
2022, much of the Housing service’s work has been on development. We are now at a place
where we have multiple teams trained, and a good structure set up to start really seeing a major
impact in the next year.
Finances
The total 21-22 reforecasted budget of AMS Housing was $17,195.00.
According to trial balances accurate to April 27, 2022, but not including credit card allocations of
the month of April, AMS Housing has spent approximately $13,335.29. This number represents
78% of the allocated budget spent.
Cost per interaction
The cost per interaction with AMS Housing was approximately $190.50.
Operational Changes
Of note, AMS Housing:
● Hired the first Housing Support team.
● Began offering in-person and virtual housing support sessions.
● Hired the first Housing Education and Outreach team, including a social media team lead.
● Began solid groundwork for future projects relating to workshops and outreach initiatives.
● Continued to develop resources and partnerships across campus and beyond.
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AMS Peer Support
Statistics
AMS Peer Support has spent the year supporting students with their mental health and wellness
needs, including but not limited to: peer-to-peer mental health support sessions, substance use
and harm reduction education, and more. In total, AMS Peer Support saw 447 total interactions
May 2021 to March 2022. Of these interactions, 73 were Peer Support Sessions and 374 were
event attendance (workshops, events, training, etc.).
In comparison, the AMS Peer Support last year (2020-2021) saw approximately 211 interactions, of
which 61 were support sessions and 150 were event attendance.
Finances
The total 21-22 reforecasted budget of AMS Peer Support was $66,781.40.
According to trial balances accurate to April 27, 2022, but not including credit card allocations of
the month of April, AMS Peer Support has spent $45,192.29. To note: the forecasted budget does
not include revenue from Work Learn funding for student jobs. Removing this revenue from the
actual, AMS Peer Support spent approximately $55,018.29. This number represents 82% of the
allocated budget spent.
Cost per interaction
The cost per interaction with AMS Peer Support was approximately $101.
Operational Changes
Of note, AMS Peer Support:
● Successfully navigated online Peer Support Sessions.
● Worked on developing its substance use and harm reduction training programs,
specifically with naloxone training and distribution and fentanyl test strip training and
distribution.
● Worked collaboratively on developing a new suicide intervention skills training program
with UBC.
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AMS Safewalk
Statistics
AMS Safewalk has spent the year supporting students with their late-night campus safety and
transport needs. In total, AMS Safewalk saw 531 total interactions May 2021 to April 2022.
In comparison, AMS Safewalk last year (2020-2021) saw approximately 218 interactions.
Finances
The total 21-22 reforecasted budget of AMS Safewalk was $155,734.00.
According to trial balances accurate to April 27, 2022, but not including credit card allocations of
the month of April, AMS Safewalk has spent $137,755.83. This number represents 88% of the
allocated budget spent.
Cost per interaction
The cost per interaction with AMS Safewalk was approximately $259.
Operational Changes
Of note, AMS Safewalk:
● Put into usage two new electric shuttles that can drive on campus walkways, increasing
operational capacity.
● Implemented better training protocols for AMS Safewalkers.
● Purchased new, more highly visible and identifiable, jackets for AMS Safewalk staff
on-shift.
● Worked with other AMS departments to move towards a fleet insurance plan for the
organization.
● Canceled our old data collection software to save costs.
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AMS Tutoring
Statistics
AMS Tutoring has spent the year supporting students with their academic support needs. In total,
AMS Tutoring saw 1029 total interactions May 2021 to March 2022. Of these interactions, 373
were group tutoring attendance, and 656 were appointment tutoring sessions.
In comparison, the AMS Tutoringlast year (2020-2021) saw approximately 1,275 interactions. The
decrease this year from last can be explained by fewer review sessions planned each term.
Finances
The total 21-22 reforecasted budget of AMS Tutoring was $63,324.20. Note that this number
includes significant revenues for our paid appointment tutoring and from partnerships on-campus
with different UBC units.
According to trial balances accurate to April 27, 2022, but not including credit card allocations of
the month of April, AMS Tutoring has spent $78,716.67. This number represents 124% of the
allocated budget spent. Note that the current number in the trial balance does not include term 2
revenues from appointment tutoring and partnerships with other UBC units so the percent of the
allocated budget will reduce, most likely between 90-100%.
Cost per interaction
The cost per interaction with AMS Tutoring was approximately $76.50. As noted above, this
number will decrease due to unaccounted revenues that are pending receipt by the AMS.
Operational Changes
Of note, AMS Tutoring:
● Managed challenges working in a virtual setting in term 2.
● Continued to engage with constituencies for review sessions.
● Began a new partnership with the UBC Beyond Tomorrow's Scholars program, a program
designed to assist Black Canadian students who are transitioning to UBC from secondary
school or another post-secondary institution.
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Summary
Table 2. Summary of data.

Service

This Year

Last Year

# of
interactions
(20-21)

# of
interactions
(21-22)

Reforcased
Budget

Actuals

Cost per
interaction

Advocacy

352

85

$21,645.00

$17,579.50

$50.00

eHub

749

805

$21,445.00

$16,106.63

$21.50

7,496

2,373

$89,350.00

$116,836.53

$15.58

Housing

70

0

$17,195.00

$13,335.29

$190.50

Peer Support

447

221

$66,781.40

$55,018.29

$101.00

Safewalk

531

218

$155,734.00

$137,755.83

$259.00

Tutoring

1,029

1,275

$63,324.20

$78,716.67

$76.50

AMS Services

10,674

4,381

$551,378.00

$501,316.71

$47.50

Food Bank

Respectfully submitted,

Mitchell Prost
21-22 Student Services Manager
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